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Installation Instructions for

Adjustable Standoff Without Connector 700TTSADJ_
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920TTSADJ

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:

This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.

Use the adjustable standoffs every four feet of a Single-

Circuit T~trak™ run.

SPECIAL INSTALLATIONS

Install the Standoff

5/64" ALLEN WRENCH

STANDOFF POST
#8-32 SET SCREW

CABLE POST

Remove the #8-32 set screw with the provided 5/64"

Allen wrench.

Remove the cable post from the standoff rod.

Mark the standoff location points onto the ceiling.

Tap the anchor at the marked point into the ceiling up

to the threaded portion with a hammer.
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ANCHOR

CEILING

ANCHOR

Screw the anchor in the rest of the way with a Phillips

screwdriver.

STANDOFF POST
#8 SCREW

Fasten the standoff post to the anchor by inserting the

provided #8 screw through the standoff post and

screwing it to the anchor.
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TAB

AIRCRAFT CABLE

WIRE GRIP

Mount the Single-Circuit T~trak to

Standoff

SINGLE-CIRCUIT  T~TRAK

WHITE SIDE

GRAY SIDE

HOUSING

Place the Single-Circuit T~trak into the housing so that

the white insulator is up facing the ceiling.

Screw the housing nipple to housing by threading the

housing nipple clockwise. Make sure not to cross thread.

NOTE: In case of cross threading, unscrew the
housing from the housing nipple and repeat steps
1 & 2.

For final adjustment use figure 1F and repeat steps 8 &

9.

Trim off the excess aircraft cable coming out of the wire

grip with a sharp cutter after final adjustments.

HOUSING NIPPLE

Push the cable post completely into the standoff post.

Align the cable post hole with the standoff post hole

and replace the #8-32 set screw.

Tighten the #8-32 set screw with the 5/65" Allen

wrench.

5/64" ALLEN WRENCH

STANDOFF POST
#8-32 SET SCREW

CABLE POST

Push the tab down on the wire grip and feed the aircraft
cable through the wire grip post.

Pull the aircraft cable through the hole on the wire grip
post to adjust the standoff height.

Release the tab to lock the standoff in position.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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